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In this book, Jane M. Ford, in independent

cest in the works of William Shakespeare, and

scholar, builds on Otto Rank's 1912 encyclopedic

four nineteenth and early twentieth-century writ‐

study, "The Incest Theme in Literature and Leg‐

ers: Charles Dickens, Henry James, Joseph Conrad,

end: Fundamentals of a Psychology of Literary

and James Joyce, focusing on the father/daughter/

Creation (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992).

suitor triangle.

Rank's massive work establishes the pervasive‐
ness of incest motifs in world religion and litera‐
ture, and their centrality to the creative process.
The term "incest" is used by both Rank and Ford
to include either enacted sexual activity or desire
between immediate relatives or various kinds of
surrogates. Rank's book studied father/daughter
incest, mother/son, and sibling incest, and also in‐
cestuous behavior among step-relatives, and oth‐
er surrogates for immediate family members.
Principally, he covered German Literature, but re‐
lied heavily on Greek drama, the Beatrice Cenci
story, and Shakespeare's Hamlet_.
Ford's extension of Rank's inquiry opens with
two very interesting chapters, an Introduction on
the theory, history, and sociology of incest, and a
survey indicating some of the many literary varia‐
tions on this theme. She then proceeds to her
main task, which is to study father/daughter in‐

Using Shakespeare's plays as a touchstone (as
did Rank), Ford traces three dominant patters in
this triangle: 1) the father eliminates the suitor
and retains possession of his daughter; 2) he relin‐
quishes the daughter as a result of coercion; or 3)
he resolves the incest threat by selecting a hus‐
band for his daughter. Utilizing a classical Freudi‐
an view of the Oedipus complex and assuming
what is very difficult to prove, that the fictive rep‐
resentations of incestuous desire in some way or
to some degree mirror those of the author, Ford
looks for correlations of these plot patterns with
stages of the authors' lives and careers.
In making biographical assumptions, she is
more cautious than was Otto Rank, but still does
not lay sturdy foundations for some of her bio‐
graphical claims. She writes: "The life of Charles
Dickens offers an unusual number of examples of
the search for that first love-object that is paral‐
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leled in so many of his works (p. 55)," but most of

Prospero arranges a suitable marriage for his

her evidence comes not from the life, but from the

daughter Miranda.

works. Perhaps she is relying on the reader's bio‐

Probably the most arresting and original

graphical knowledge, but merely alluding to Dick‐

chapters in this book are those in which Ford ar‐

ens' resentment toward his mother for wanting to

gues for the presence of enacted incest in Henry

return him to the blacking factory and his subse‐

James's Golden Bowl and James Youce's Ulysses.

quent unsatisfactory relationships with women as

Before making her startling claim that Maggie

evidence of incestuous preoccupation do not suf‐

Verver became pregnant with her father's child,

fice. Similarly, we are given summaries of many

Ford runs through a good many of James's plots

of Joseph Conrad's stories that deal with father/

based on the father/daughter/suitor triangle. The

daughter relationships, but are not told enough

prevalence of this motif is all the more surprising

about his childhood to infer that unresolved in‐

because, unlike the other authors, James had nei‐

cestuous longings were his central psychological

ther wife nor daughter, making any biographical

problem.

connection rather tenuous. Nevertheless, "the

Otto Rank measured literary works by the de‐

James corpus, like those of both Shakespeare and

gree to which they demonstrate repression of the

Dickens, entails some of the almost infinite plot

primitive urge to kill the father and possess the

possibilities in the father/daughter/suitor configu‐

mother, a process that increases with the artist's

ration....[What Maisie Knew] is perhaps one of the

progress through life and is reflected in the se‐

literature's best examples of the distancing of the

quence of his work. Ford modifies that criterion

Oedipal triangle onto surrogates (p. 81)."

into a less chronological, more cyclical model. In

In The Golden Bowl few readers would miss

her analysis of early, middle and late works of

the incestuous closeness of the father/daughter re‐

each author, she does, however, find that "the

lationship or the incestuous implications of the

artist, either concurrently with his writing or in

Prince's adultery with Charlotte, his mother-in-

the recent past functioned as a suitor himself,

law, but this reader, at least, was startled by the

thus identifying with the suitor in the narrative.

claim of enacted incest between Adam Verver and

In a middle work, especially when the father of

Maggie: "This suggests that Adam, bent on 'perfec‐

daughters, he can identify with the possessive fa‐

tion at any price,' had decided to perpetuate his

ther, a 'stage of fear of retribution.' In a late work,

line through his daughter--a common prerogative

he would be expected to evolve into a mature fa‐

for royalty in various eras, with the marriage ar‐

ther capable of renunciation (p. 34)."

ranged as a screen for the incest (p. 92)." By a

Both Rank and Ford believe that artistic cre‐

close reading of the text, Ford finds many support‐

ation derives from neurotic suffering, and is com‐

ing details for this supposition, including the

pulsive in nature. Because Oedipal conflict is only

Prince's descent from the infamous Borgia line.

temporarily eased or resolved by creative acts, the

Among the four leading characters, incest and

artist tends to repeat variations on this theme,

adultery are intertwined in complex ways. The

ideally with increasing represession or distancing

knots are eventually severed by Maggie's en‐

as he matures. Thus Shakespeare can move from

forced separation of the two households, a solu‐

the multiple instances of overt incest in his Peri‐

tion that Ford regards as the attainment of matu‐

cles through the Oedipal displacements of Hamlet

rity: "The daughter both procures her own suitor

and into the mature renunciation of paternal

and orchestrates the final renunciation by the fa‐

claims on a daughter in The Tempest, in which

ther (p. 99)." To the best of my knowledge, the
idea that at the end of the book Maggie is preg‐
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nant by her own father is unprecedented in James

to the daughter. Sex or desire between brother

criticism. To accept or reject Ford's claim would

and sister is generally believed to be "the least

require a rereading of the novel in the light of

reprehensible form of incest (p. 3)," and the one

Ford's work, but at this time I am more inclined to

most frequently treated in literature. Ford sum‐

see the Maggie/Adam relationship as one of inces‐

marizes current thinking on the origins of the in‐

tuous feelings rather than incestuous acts.

cest taboo, showing that, although very wide‐
spread, it is not universal. Brother/sister marriage

On the other hand, I find her argument for in‐

was practiced not only in the royal families of an‐

cestuous activity between Leopold Bloom and his

cient Egypt, but in parts of Africa, and in some

pubescent daughter Milly far more compelling.

cultures, on special occasions, to foster prosperity,

The textual support for such a reading seems

good hunting, or success in war (p. 6). Particularly

much more recognizable, far less strained than

interesting is the fact that, in contrast to the

that of enacted incest in The Golden Bowl. Indeed,

Sophoclean drama on which Freud based his

her observations on the circular incestuous pat‐

Oedipal theory, the Homeric version features on

terns in Finnegan's Wake are among the most im‐

Oedipus who was not punished or blinded but be‐

pressive in the book.

came an honored king. There was an even earlier

"Incest and Death", the last chapter, raises the

version in which Oedipus raped his mother imme‐

question whether the authors' "particular rela‐

diately following his murder of the father (p. 10).

tionship with their parents have a direct effect on

For the literary scholar, this brief book orga‐

their compulsion to repeat many times over the

nizes and clarifies the patterns of father/daughter

triangular conflict in evidence in their works (p.

incest in both life and literature; in addition, it of‐

163)," a question that moves the incest preoccupa‐

fers some highly original readings of important

tion backward toward childhood rather than for‐

works of the imagination.

ward toward paternity. This vision of the author
as the middle term between childhood incestuous
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longings and parental desire to hold on to a

served. This work may be copied for non-profit

daughter is worthy of investigation, but is neces‐

educational use if proper credit is given to the au‐

sarily left unresolved in so brief a book. This

thor and the list. For other permission, please con‐

chapter also compares the final, often fragmen‐

tact H-Net@H-Net.MSU.EDU.

tary, works of Ford's chosen authors to see
whether they come close to The Tempest's resolu‐
tion, in which a father relinquishes his daughter
by finding a husband for her, after which the iso‐
lated family returns to society. Ford wisely sees
this solution as political as well as personal, in
that violation of the incest taboo is a prelude to
social chaos.
The general reader will find considerable in‐
terest in Ford's introductory chapters, in which
she provides many fascinating facts about incest
in general. She reports of the kinds of heterosexu‐
al parent-child incest, that between father and
daughter is the most prevalent, probably because
of the father's authoritarian position with respect
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